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Enter a world of interiors by Atelier AM, &#11;where classical proportions, varied finishes, and

exquisite furnishings are masterfully combined, resulting in bold yet tranquil environments. A deft

hand at creating interiors that mix materials, both rough-hewn and luxurious, antique and modern,

marks the work of Alexandra and Michael Misczynski, the husband-and-wife team behind the Los

Angelesâ€“based firm Atelier AM. Only ten years after establishing their business, the couple has

garnered a keen reputation for creating environments that are sensory experiencesâ€”visually

sublime interiors enhanced with subtle, textural palettes. Seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

furniture commingle with modernist pieces and ancient objects. Background colors and materials

are muted and refined.&#11;Interiors Atelier AM showcases a selection of residencesâ€”each

exhibiting the firmâ€™s skill at mixing furniture and objects with backgrounds such as antique

flooring and Venetian plaster, with bold and modern results. Their high-profile clients include Katie

Holmes and Tom Cruise and the Michael Eisners. The photography of FranÃ§ois Halard beautifully

documents each project, educating and inspiring a new generation of interior designers and

connoisseurs.
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From the spare,rustic beauty of the California residence to the New York City's home with it's

polished, sophisticated vibe, this book offers an inspiring insight into totally elegant, contemporary



living spaces. Definitely a common theme runs through all the interiors highlighted in the book but

styles range so much from home to home, it is interesting to note the different moods and

interpretations. This has helped educate my eye and quest toward unpretentious, elegant living.

The projects contained in this book are extraordinary and the details in each picture point out the

deep thought process that obviously went into the work. The designs, both interior and exterior, are

magnificent and inspiring. Additionally, the photography and book design are gorgeous and a

perfect delivery medium for these residential creations.

Each photo in this book is beautifully and lovingly presented to those who appreciate uncluttered,

warm, sophisticated, interesting homes. The book is an inspiration to collectors of the knowledge

and respect for dignity it requires to bring us these simple, authentic, collected homes into this book.

I am continuously blessed by its gifts.

The work of Interiors AM is so thoroughly engaging and thoughtful. I love their use of the old and the

new. Couldn be better.

Congratulations! From an industry colleague and long time admirers of your work.All the best,Mary

and Michael and the f&c team

I do not understand how they got away with it. They "borrowed" almost all of the elements of their

design from the celebrated Alex Vervoordt, from the choice of floor covering to almost the exact low

tables, shapes and fabrics for sofas and armchairs, ceiling beams and soft color saturated plaster

walls. They still struggle with satisfying proportion, though.

Fantastic book featuring amazing photography of stunning interior design,even the book itself looks

incredible in my living room,I'd recommend it to anyone with a keen interest in interior design or

even photography

My absolute favorite book. The book tells a consistent story through different design styles. An

interesting perspective of inspired design. If you are a fan of Axel vervoodt you will love this book!
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